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2016 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference Overview
––––––––– Albuquerque Embassy Suites • Albuquerque, NM • July 27 - July 31, 2016 –––––––––

TeslaTech, LLC reserves the right to make changes to this schedule without notice.

Wednesday · July 27
Session 1 (Evening) • An ExtraOrdinary Revelation
5:00PM: David Puchta - Gravity... Beyond Orthodox Concepts...
8:00PM: Conference Evening Social

Pre Conference Workshop

Wednesday Afternoon
July 27 -- 1PM

Thursday · July 28
Alchemy Workshop 2016
Session 2 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Health Issues
John P. Rahart DDS
8:00AM: David Robison - EMF and Its Effect On The Human Body
9:30AM: Thad Mauney - The PULSE: How your heart can guide you to extraordinary health!
11:00AM: Tyler LeBaron - HYDROGEN... A Therapeutic Medical Gas
Session 3 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Magnetic Technology
1:00PM: Dr Thorsten Ludwig - Kozyrev’s Experiments with Torsion, Time Waves and Energy
2:30PM: Slobodan Nedić - Magnetic Monopoles as Over-Unity System Gearing Elements
4:00PM: Russel Anderson - Free Energy Magnetic Systems and STI Prototyping Updates
Session 4 (Evening)
7:00PM: Linda Moulton Howe - Laminated Metal Specimen with Potential for Electrogravitics
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social
Friday · July 29
Session 5 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Health Devices
8:00AM: Brian David Andersen - Tri-Vortex Technology Stem Cell Stimulator Omni-Approach
9:30AM: Jere Rivera-Dugenio, PhD - Quantum Sound Therapy for Anti-Aging
11:00AM: Michael Petrovich - 21st Century Infrared Healing
Session 6 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary HHO Technology
1:00PM: Moray King- Nanobubbles, Nanocavities and Water Electrolyzers
2:30PM: McKane B. Lee - Stanley Meyer’s Hydrogen Fracturing Process
4:00PM: Bob Boyce - Battery Smacker, Water Smacker, and Spy Ware
Session 7 (Evening)
7:00PM: Norman L. Wootan - Engineering the Vortex Energy System
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social
Saturday · July 30
Session 8 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Concepts...
8:00AM: Dennis Cravens - New Route to Modification of Time’s Flow
9:30AM: Richard Blankenship - Introduction to Tetryonics
11:00AM: Dr. Kiril Chukanov - Ball Lightning Quantum Free Energy Generation
Session 9 (Afternoon) • Real Alternatives in Energy Technology
1:00PM: Vendors - Vendor Showcase
2:30PM: Len Murray - Magneto, Atomic Structure, and the Path to Free Energy
4:00PM: Dannel Roberts - The Rohner Effect & Particle Mechanics
Session 10 (Evening)
7:00PM: C. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD - The Biochemistry and Physics of Longevity
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social

DVDs Will Be

Sunday · July 31
Available After
Session 11 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Challenges
Conference!
8:00AM: Erin M Nelson - IWR DRMS: Next Generation Artificial Intelligence
9:30AM: Boots Hughston - The ExtraOrdinary Hughston Rotary Hydrogen Engine
11:00AM: Suzanne Price - In Pursuit of Plasma Solutions
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Wednesday Workshop· July 27 •1PM

An Overview Of ORMEs, Making It, Understanding It, Using It!

Alchemy Workshop
––– 2016 –––
John P Rahart DDS

Orbitally Rearranged Monoatomic Elemental substances, were discovered
(rediscovered) and named by David
Hudson, in Arizona. They are often
referred to as ORMUS, and M-State
materials. The rediscovery story began in 1975. However, these materials
were likely known to the ancient civilizations, and may account for much of
their poorly understood, but significant
achievements. They were a primary
focus of the alchemists who certainly
knew of, recovered, and used them.
As research on these materials, and understanding of their properties becomes
better understood, it is apparent that
these materials play especially impor-

Conference Lodging Facilities

tant roles in health, medicine, physics
and biology. Interdimensional aspects
of these materials may be a key component in human consciousness, and
interdimensional information transfer. Their quantum behavior, quantum
coherence, and superconductivity are
particularly important properties.
Their unique history, structure, properties, quantum behaviors, resonance
physics, health and biological functions, and their significance, are brought
together in this interdisciplinary effort
to create as complete a scope as current
research supports. Methods of precipitation, extraction and recovery are
covered as well.

Conference
Evening Social

Meet the Speakers
... and New Friends!
Wed/Thu/Fri/Sat
~8:30PM

Every night provides an opportunity to meet
the speakers and other attendees in a relaxed
social setting. Its a great opportunity to make
new friends that share your interests. We
even provide some refreshments!

Hotel Amenities

Limited space...
Please register by June 30!

Albuquerque
Embassy Suites
Hotel & Spa
1000 Woodward Place NE
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 245-7100

Hotel Reservations:

(800) 362-2779
Use Code: TTI

Be sure to request our special

2016 TeslaTech
ExtraOrdinary Technology
Conference rates!

$9400 per night!!
Special rate guarantee expires June 30!!!

www.albuquerque.embassysuites.com

Special hotel amenities for
conference attendees include:
- Free Breakfast
- Complimentary Drinks
- Free high speed internet
- Free local calls
- Clean, fresh, two room suites

All suites equipped with two 27-inch televisions, a refrigerator, microwave oven,
coffee maker, iron, ironing board, hairdryer,
two telephones and a dining/work table.

For taxicab service in Albuquerque,
Call Albuquerque Cab Company at

(505) 883-4888
Need an Airport Shuttle?
(505) 883-4966

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Conference Evening Sessions ...

Wednesday Jul 27 -5PM

Thursday Jul 28 - 7PM

Laminated Metal
GRAVITY...
Specimen with
Beyond Orthodox
Potential for
Concepts Using
Empirical Methods Electrogravitics
David Puchta

In ‘97, messing around at Mercedes Benz, I was examining superhigh voltage discharges through a zenon headlight
transformer. To my surprise, a slight modification lifted a
salt shaker on a thin wire with 35W! I bounced this around
the shop for a week, everyone played with it and agreed, I
made some sort of gravity defying device. In 2010, when it
came next to the HydroMe (Linear Magnetic circuit) it shook
violently with no power hooked up. Once above the cell it
climbed up and I could feel a force. I immediately focused
my attention on this device that validated a 2006 observation tester that I did not quite understand why it worked, but I
knew how to make it work. After hundreds of hours of gravity sensitive experience with testers, I developed an accurate
understanding of gravity (what it is, where it originates and
how it is born in nature) including the amplification of gravity. My most impressive observational tester amplifies ambient gravitational waves and lifts 10g with no power input.

Friday Jul 29 - 7PM

Linda Moulton Howe

This presentation reviews findings of unusual laminated metal
pieces which have a mysterious origin. The metal layers consist of exceptionally pure bismuth and magnesium-zinc alloy.
Analyzed by a testing lab, interesting characteristics were
revealed such as a strong diamagnetism. Other researchers
investigated the functionality of the metal specimen and their
theories will be included in this slideshow. Dr. Paul LaViolette, who wrote about the same metal specimen, finds that
in certain wavelengths, monocrystalline bismuth exhibits a
negative index of refraction normally only found in metamaterials. This is theoretically related to a strong repulsive force
or thrust when excited by electromagnetic radiation, possibly
another form of electrogravitics. University investigators find
that terahertz radiation may be the favored band, while others suggest lower frequency but special antenna design are
needed. Linda is a compelling speaker, often seen on science
television programs, and a favorite with every audience.

Saturday Jul 30- 7PM

Engineering the
The Biochemistry and
Vortex Energy System Physics of Longevity
Norman L. Wootan

C Norman Shealy MD PhD

Revelations and Insight into Forty Years
of Tesla Technology Research

DHEA is one of the most crucial predictive
factors in diagnosing aging-related diseases

The Vortex Power System, a futuristic modular-based power
generating system, features a Vortex reactor/boiler, a Syngas
reactor/boiler, and two Tesla MG sets. Norm’s 40+ years of
independent research was brought to bear in developing the
system. As Norm delves into the Vortex Energy System design, he will address a number of related issues such as:
• Implosion Vortex Reactor w/Victor Schauberger Technology
• What happened to the Super Steam Technology
• A better understanding of Tesla Turbine Technology
• CO2 sequestration via Bio Photo Algae Production
• Disposition of the Golka/ Leadville Tesla Coil Project.
• Discussion: Aetheric Energy, Elemental Replication, Heat
and Neutral Spike
• Disposition of the MRA (Magnetic Resonance Amplifier)

Norm will be sharing research on “Holy Water” recombining
HHO, Mill’s Double Nickle Cold Fusion Cell, Stirling Heat
Motors, Tesla’s Uni-directional pulse and action at a distance!
With over 100 tons of projects at his private facility, he was
able to get real answers.

DHEA levels are significant indicators of accelerated aging,
atherosclerosis, cancer and reduced immune competency.
Oral replacement of DHEA has not been proven as safe as
natural production of DHEA. The most common cause of
death in the elderly is hip fracture from osteoporosis. Prevention of osteoporosis is required for heathy aging. Injections
of genetically modified calcitonin are available but long term
use significantly increases the risk of cancer. Both electrical
stimulation and Transcutaneous Acupuncture of the Ring of
Fire (TARF) increases DHEA and calcitonin significantly.
Free radicals are the major contributor to all degenerative
diseases and the insidious gradual deterioration of the aging
body. Telomeres, the tips of DNA, are the strongest physical
representation of potential longevity. With good health habits
telomeres shrink 1% each year of life. In the last two years ,
in 14 individuals, 3.5% annual regeneration of telomeres using Transcutaneous Acupuncture on the Rings of Fire, Earth
and Crystal. Transcutaneous Acupuncture is the use of specific blends of essential oils applied to acupuncture points.

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Thursday Jul 28• Session 2 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Health Issues
HYDROGEN...
A Therapeutic Medical Gas
Tyler LeBaron

EMF and Its Effect On
The Human Body
David Robison

Electro-Magnetic Fields (EMF) are
everywhere and permeate every aspect
of our lives. A single frequency electromagnetic wave exhibits a sinusoidal
variation of electric and magnetic fields
that carry energy through space. Multiple and modulated frequencies
carry information, and now even energy
through the air to our radios, computers,
cell phones and wireless devices.
The ambient density of EMF waves is
expanding exponentially with the transformation of our society to an internet
based community. Wireless voice and
digital communication systems have
created unprecedented levels of public exposure to nonionizing radiation
in the last decade. EMF has a serious
detrimental impact on the human body!
With immensely penetrating properties,
they are destructive to DNA and unbalance any biological system. How do we
protect ourselves, our health and even
emotions from the EMF waves?
Drawing from years of experience,
David will present the effects of EMF
saturation and the practical means of
protecting oneself against EMF. While
some people are extremely sensitive
with serious negative reactions to EMF
energy, everyone is affected to some
degree. There are two components to
the field. The Horizontal wave (H-G)
is a non-detrimental magnetic field
variation with beneficial attributes for
balanced health. The Vertical wave
(V-G) is the most noxious vibration and
is the detrimental frequency of disease.
Since the vertical wave carries the detrimental element, it is the key focus of
our research into transmutation.
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Molecular hydrogen (H2 gas) appears
to be a biological signaling molecule
similar to nitric oxide (NO*), carbon
monoxide (CO), and hydrogen sulfide
(H2S) with marked therapeutic potential.
Over 600 scientific articles have been
published since the 2007-pioneering
work on hydrogen gas that confirmed
hydrogen’s therapeutic effect in Nature
Medicine. These articles show molecular hydrogen to be therapeutic in every
organ of the human body and in 170
different human disease models. The
safety of hydrogen gas in humans has
been studied immensely since its widespread use in deep sea diving to prevent
decompression sickness back in 1941.
This medical gas has marked therapeutic potential in the field of disease
prevention, anti-aging and longevity.
H2 can easily diffuse through the cell
membranes and intercellular compart-

ments not only because it is the smallest
molecule in the universe, but it is also
electrically neutral and hydrophobic.
H2 selectively scavenges cytotoxic
hydroxyl radicals (*OH) without eliminating beneficial signaling molecules
(eg H2O2, NO*, O2-, etc). It stimulates
the Nrf2 pathway leading to increased
endogenous antioxidants (glutathione,
superoxide dismutase, etc). The cell
modulating property of H2 affords it
anti-inflammatory, anti-allergy, antiapoptotic, and anti-aging benefits.
There are many methods to administer H2; including inhalation, injection,
ingestion, and tablets. The high safety
profile, ease of use, and remarkable
therapeutic efficacy of H2 therapy, make
its use paramount for anyone in the field
of anti-aging medicine.

The PULSE...

How your heart can guide
you to extraordinary health
Thad Mauney, PhD

If it would free you from chronic health
conditions like migraines, high blood
pressure, hardening of arteries, overweight, eczema, indigestion, gastric
reflux, irritable bowel, even hemorrhoids, would it be worth an hour or so
a day for a week, or two? If you learn
how to substitute one food for another
so as to slash your risk of heart attack,
stroke, and possibly also cancer, would
it be worth paying attention to your
body’s own signals?
One of the greatest health discoveries
of the 20th century is at your fingertips. Your heart rate reveals how you
are affected by specific foods, vapors,
and dusts. By knowing how to interpret
your heart rate pattern you can detect

foods and other substances that offend
your system, and then eliminate the factors causing these symptoms.
The work of one of the leading allergists/immunologists of the early 20th
century has fallen into deep obscurity
through stuffy avoidance by relevant
professionals and by occasions of outright suppression. Today we will lay out
the details of the theory, the actual practice, and some astounding successes
reported (and ignored) in professional
medical journals. The results are totally individualized to your personal
patterns, they don’t require any new
medications, herbs, or supplements, nor
interfere with existing ones. What you
learn might save your life, or someone’s
you love, and might help you eliminate
burdens of mind and mood also, so that
a long life is worth living.
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Thursday Jul 28• Session 3 (Aft) • Magnetic Technology
Kozyrev’s Experiments
with Torsion,
Time Waves and Energy
Dr. Thorsten Ludwig

Prof. Nikolai Kozyrev, a Russian astrophysics, discovered a new type of energy
source. He was convinced that the sun
derives its energy much different from
standard theory. The remarkable theory
is called causal mechanics. Based on
these thoughts Kozyrev predicted volcanic activity on the moon and found
experimental evidence years later.
Components of casual mechanics are
3 different speeds, c1, c2 and c3. The
standard speed of light is c1, the speed
of time patterns c2 is much slower
than c1. Pure information velocity c3
is much faster than c1, almost or perhaps instantaneous. Kozyrev was able
to experimentally detect the true position of the sun, 8 min ahead of its

apparent position, and the true position of stars, proving his instant force.
Researching Kozyrev energy for over
10 years, Dr. Ludwig has met numerous distinguished Russian researchers
With the information on Kozyrevs historic devices, torsion balances, resistor
detectors and piezo resonators were
built. Kozyrevs important theory, the
experiments done over the years by Dr.
Ludwig with time waves, sun and star
positions and their effects on different
detectors and systems will be revealed.
If we understand Kozyrev’s concept of
the energy of the sun we can make relevant energy progress here on earth.
There will be an update on the 109%
efficiency Kromrey device and further
experiments done on it, as well as the
single electron experiment.

Magnetic Monopoles
as Over-Unity System
Gearing Elements
Slobodan Nedić

Results of a comprehensive study
conducted from both theoretical and
practical points of view are presented.
Recently isolated magnetic monopoles
play the role of idle-gears, the unavailability of which apparently led to
traditional consideration of magnetic
vector potential as an abstraction, while
in essence it represents the physical
structure in Ether consisting of gyroscopic fluid elements. Spontaneous
collisions and/or fluid movement create
doubled thorodial vortexes as dynamic,
stable structures, representing the basic
(key-ring like) atomic configuration.

Newman’s machine, this explains why
the primary (stator) and secondary (rotor) solenoids are situated outside of
each other. Regarding overcoming
(“avoidance” of Lenz rule by timing),
it finds support in recent symmetrizing
of (post-)Maxwellian electromagnetic
equations, whereby magnetic monopoles arise as vortex structures induced
around a conductor due to eddy currents
generated in its interior, being actually
the gears mediating eddy currents in the
JN-machine stator and rotor windings.

Due to monopole pairings, magnetic
materials contain both N and S poles
on both ends of a bar/solenoid, with
precession of the aether “gyrons” most
pronounced on the equatorial side. Applied to basic configuration of Joseph

Consistency supported by deriving thoroidal vortexes in context of non-linear
fluid dynamics, starting the gyroscopic
particles originating by intrinsic creation of tetrahedral compounds from
the subatomic sized ‘balls’.

Free Energy Magnetic
Systems and STI Prototyping Updates
Russell Anderson

A Tachyon concept of superluminal
particles was confirmed by Professor
Gerald Feinberg of Columbia University in 1967. This and similar discoveries
such as the Silvertooth-Sagnac interferometry experiment to detect Ether
prompted re-examination of
the
Maxwell equations and probable invalidation of Special Relativity. Overunity
devices such as Searl’s and Brown’s
SEG/STG working devices established
the reality of the Tachyon-Sea (Dirac
Sea) as the probable source of their
extra output energy. The Tachyon Sea,
synonymous with Gravitational flux
(Ether) in space, explains the concept
of Quantum-Entanglement/Action-ata-Distance, the existence of which is
acknowledged, but the causative mechanism is just starting to be understood
as the action of Micro-wormholes.
Paul Brown, PhD built a device in 1986
based on the research and working devices of Professor Searl’s technology
that cohered enormous energy-density
in the form of usable electricity, to the
extent that he was forced to “short” the
device to ground in his effort to abort a
“runaway” condition. This resulted in a
fire, but he measured almost 1MW of
power prior to shut-down. Our research
at STI for our Spin-Tronic Generator is
based on principles derived from these
and our more recent experiments, including certain digital improvements
that were not available then.
Patents are pending for this revolutionary device, and we have units we are
willing to demonstrate for the LIVE audience that DO NOT need batteries!

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Friday Jul 29 • Session 4 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Devices
Quantum Sound Therapy for Anti-Aging
Scalar vortex miracoil technology combines
proprietary sound frequencies for an effective
stress management and relaxation tool!

Jere Rivera-Dugenio, PhD

Tri-Vortex Technology
Stem Cell Stimulator
Omni-Approach
Brian David Andersen

Most health challenges or suppressed
athletic performances have multiple
contributing factors based throughout
the body. The objective of Tri-Vortex
Technology is to address these multiple
challenges with natural subtle energy
and computer controlled electromagnetic based modalities that have no contraindications or negative side effects.
The areas targeted by the Omni-Approach are the teeth, gums, lungs, thymus, bone marrow, stomach, digestive
system, liver, skin, and any specific
body part or system that is experiencing stress or health challenges as well
as areas desirous of improved athletic
performance.
Natural subtle energy health therapies
to cleanse the body of low-grade infections by targeting human cannabinoid
2 (CB2) receptors with liquid purification and hemp CBD oil applications are
combined with computerized electromagnetic pulses to generate, “turn-on”,
and guide stem cells to areas of the body
in need of rejuvenation and healing.
The cutting edge of human health is
pplying grounded and organized electromagnetic fields to any parts of the
body that are in a “dis-ease” state or
under stress. It is also highly beneficial
to apply these electromagnetic fields to
all substances consumed by individuals. The system and protocols including
proper water hydration can enhance and
support traditional stem cell therapies
and applications.
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A revolutionary voice-activated scalar
energy and quantum sound technology
provides a tool for anti-aging. Just as no
two fingerprints are alike, the same is
true for the morphogenetic identification revealed in the human voice. Each
voice contains a unique combination of
frequencies making the human voice
even more individualized than the human fingerprint. The secret is hidden
within the morphogenetic fields of the
five harmonic octaves of your voice.
Based upon 45 years of applying the
same principles of Tesla, this device
records a 10second voice sample (voice
code) that unlocks the keys to an individual’s stress, subconscious fears and
traumas, all contributors to the aging
process. This code is measured by an
algorithm that measures 1.5 GB of in-

The Original BioMat

Across the electromagnetic spectrum
various frequencies have been shown
to be beneficial to the human body. In
particular, frequencies in the infrared
spectrum are particularly noteworthy.
The human body readily emits and
receives infrared... one reason these
waves have shown themselves to be so
therapeutic. While infrared was discovered in the early 19th century, exciting
new healing applications of infrared
have occurred in the 21st century.
Typical therapeutic uses of infrared include pain management, cardiovascular
and immune support, emotional ease,
and detoxification. Recent research
using infrared in the treatment of Alzheimer’s and cancer are showing
promising results. Specific infrared frequencies have been used effectively for
certain aliments. Patterns of infrared
have also shown promising results, and

formation to detect these stressors from
the frequency patterns of your voice.
Once this code is unlocked, a 27-min
quantum sound therapy audio track is
created to transmit the correct information to your body thereby harmonizing,
balancing and retraining the brain. Recorded case studies show improvement
including balanced emotions, reduced
stress/fear, accelerated emotional trauma healing, as well as neutralization of
electrosmog, geopathic stress and other
negative environmental factors. Inclusion of this technology in anti-aging
protocols may lead to advancements in
reversing the aging process.

21st Century
Infrared Healing
Michael Petrovich
what is even more interesting is using
infrared as a carrier wave to transmit
healing information into the body.
Our immune system operates as a function of body temperature. Increased
body temperature increases the immune
response. The low-body-temperature
syndrome has created chronic low immune responses. Infrared by its nature
heats the body, and thus can be used as
an effective countermeasure.
Numerous products have entered the
market to take advantage of the therapeutic quality of infrared in recent
years. These include LED devices,
lamps, mats, saunas, heaters, clothing,
blankets, laser-type devices, and many
others. This presentation will cover
the science of infrared, how it interacts
with the human body, and infrared technologies to move us to a higher state of
health and vitality.
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Friday · Jul 29 • Session 3 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary HHO Research
Stanley Meyer’s
Hydrogen
Fracturing Process
McKane B. Lee

Stanley A. Meyer was a famous HHO
inventor of the late 90’s. He set out in
the early 1970’s, to find the solution to
America’s energy problems. He decided to do it using water as the primary
fuel. He ran his tests on his VW Dune
Buggy 1600cc Sand Rail. Stan Meyer
was able to successfully receive his
patents on the working WFC Kit. He
mysteriously died in 1998, which put
an end to his technology.
Our team has successfully re-created
the Stan Meyer’s WFC Injector.
By using Stan Meyer’s patented “Hydrogen Fracturing Process” we can use

the WFC Injector as a retrofit system
for cars, trucks, jet engine and ultimately rocket engines. The high voltage pulse frequency within the resonant cavity (wave guide) of the WFC
Injector allows us now to tap into the
“Thermal Explosive Energy (gtnt)” of
water. The high electrical voltages allow the hydrogen atom to be primed as
an energy generator by way of electrical force. This process is obtained by
using the VIC (Voltage Intensifier Circuit). In this presentation, we discuss
the engineering design perimeters of
the WFC Injector and how these designs aid in the release the full power
of the hydrogen molecule. Additionally, we will discuss the WFC Kit architecture and processes

Battery Smacker
Water Smacker,
and Spy Ware
Bob Boyce

Boyce delves into Tesla’s non-hertzian
energy. He has been involved in this
science for decades, using it to develop
many technologies. With Andrew Batty
of Hydrogen Garage, he introduced
the Battery Smacker, which blends
non-hertzian energy with traditional
electromagnetic energy to charge and
desulphate lead/acid batteries. It allows the mix of energies to be adjusted.
Good for anyone that wants to desulphate their batteries or experiment with
non-hertzian energies.
The Water Smacker allows us to mitigate effects of mankinds damage to our
drinking water sources. Bottled or well
water is subjected to energy within a
resonant cavity which breaks down
macro-clusters and erases the harmful
energy patterns from the structure of
water molecules. When fully charged,
the water is fully micro-clustered and

ready for drinking or being imprinted
with beneficial energy patterns. The
memory of water is much easier to rewrite when it is in this micro-clustered
state. The cells of the body cannot absorb the macro-clustered water, it only
serves to bloat the body as excessive
interstitial fluid. Only when water can
enter cells can it flush out toxins and restore proper metabolic processes.
The surveillance technology by government to track and spy on its population
is being blended with other technologies to affect our health, thoughts, and
behavior. This will be just a quick unclassified glimpse as to some of the
dangers of the emerging technology!

Nanobubbles,
Nanocavities and
Water Electrolyzers
Moray King

Nanobubbles may be the critical component in manifesting huge energy
production from water electrolyzers.
Researchers discovered that conditioning electrolyzer plates by growing a
rough surface of electrolyte precipitate
creates a high gas yield... better are graphene coated electrodes. The surface
manifests nanocavities to guide formation of nanobubbles during electrolysis.
Bubbles ~100 nm are surprisingly stable. These water cluster structures in
Brown’s gas yield a huge energy output
when ignited into a plasma because they
convert to microscopic ball lightning.
Shoulders’ research showed that microscopic ball lightning coheres ZPE
and named the entities exotic vacuum
objects. They manifest excessive acceleration and force from a “warp-drive”
interaction with vacuum energy. Water
mist containing abundant nanobubbles
when sprayed into an internal combustion engine convert to microscopic ball
lightning. Here they propel the piston
with anomalously excessive force. Even
nanobubbles with just air can convert to
ball lightning and drive the piston, making water appear to be “a fuel.”
Discussed projects include Meyer’s
water injector plug, Japanese oxygen
nanobubble water discoveries, Anzai
Kantetsu’s carbon ceramic nozzle, and
Alexander Putney’s biocharcoal nozzle.
The nozzles provide a cost effective
means for researchers to self-run a genset strictly from air nanobubbles to ball
lightning conversion. Avoiding electrolysis hydrogen production, this becomes
the definitive experiment to prove the
ZPE is the actual energy source.

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Saturday· Jul 30 • Session 5 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Concepts
New Route to Modification
of Time’s Flow
Dennis Cravens

Ball Lightning
Quantum Free Energy
Generation
Dr. Kiril Chukanov
Dr. Chukanov will discuss harnessing
quantum free energy from artificially
created ball lightning in very dense
media (compressed air or liquid). Ball
lightning nucleus, a two-dimensional)
quantum object, possesses unusual
quantum properties. Some of them are:
1) ball lightning is giant macro-quantum

atom,
2) ball lightning nucleus has constant
quantum temperature,
3) ball lightning nucleus is a ‘black hole’
(very different from the model of ‘black’
hole accepted by conventional science);
there is no space and material substance
beneath its 2-D surface.

These three quantum features of ball
lightning can be used as sources of free
energy or other practical applications.
In his Bulgarian generator he produced
ball lightning objects with an output of
kinetic energy ~3 times greater than
input electrical energy. The output free
energy has nothing to do with imaginary ZPE. All input electrical energy
is transferred to the media where ball
lightning is created. There is no way to
transform electrical energy into kinetic
energy without electromagnetic field
(ie in electric motors). In this heatless
method, very little heat is transferred to
the media. Three times overunity not
enough for practical applications.
In his Tianjin lab, he built several experimental QFE generators using two
quantum features of ball lightning to
achieve tremendous results which he
will report at the conference!
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New concepts in the quantum entanglement interpretation of entropy and
arrow of time provide possibilities of
new routes for locally slowing the rate
of time in addition to the well-known
and experimentally confirmed cases of
slowing rates by high velocities and
gravitational fields. By consideration
of entropy, the second law of thermodynamics is one of the few established
physical theories establishing a direction and flow of time. Current theories
of Seth Lloyd and research such as the
Page and Wootters mechanism and the
experimental work by Moreva have established a link between entropy and
the entanglement of quantum states
with their environment and thus the local flow of time.
This view appears, at the particle level,
to be consistent with Kant’s view of

mutual interactions giving rise to perceptions of time. By limiting pathways
of mutual interaction involving quantum entanglement, it may be possible to
slow the flow of time in a macroscopic
collection of particles compared to its
environment. Both a theoretical model
and the results of ongoing experimental
research will be presented.
A master at teaching, he also devised
the simple demo above with no input,
no flows to measure, no HV to scramble
the instruments, no calculations to explain . . . just one brass sphere warmer
than the other, and the bath temperature.
The average engineer type walking by
should be able to grasp the system within 30 seconds. One sphere is hotter than
the other so it must have a power source
of some kind inside- what is it?

Introduction to Tetryonics

Geometry rules our Universe ... not math.
If math is the language of Science
Geometry is its grammar!

Richard Blankenship

Without a rigid foundation of Geometry,
mathematicians are basically writing
their own sentences and the human
interpretation of the math has not always been accurate. As a result strange
abstract concepts of black holes, multiple-dimensions, the collapse of the
wave function under observation, and
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle are
necessary to justify calculated results.
It is possible to model all components
of a system under measurement... but
only after we can make the proper distinction between mass and Matter. This
is something no other theory to date can
provide. In addition to revolutionizing
our understanding of Quantum geome-

tries and interactions, Tetryonic Theory
facilitates the development of a whole
new field of Physical math based on
equilateral triangles in lieu of the spherical geometries historically employed.
Tetryonic Theory in short allows us
to see and model the hidden geometry
underpinning the mechanics of nature,
a Hubble telescope for the quantum
universe. While mathematics is the language of science it remains a language
that lacks a well defined physical model
on which to test it and further its numerous and varied solutions to quantum
mechanics. This lack of any rigid, enforceable geometry [grammar] allowed
the flourishing of numerous statistical
and probabilistic solutions to physical
problems in turn impending scientific
advancement of quantum processes.

TeslaTech • 850 Fairview Dr • Henderson, NV 89015 • (520) 463-1994

Saturday· Jul 30 Session 6 (Afternoon) • Alt EnergyTechnology
Magneto, Atomic Structure,
and the Path to Free Energy
Len Murray
This presentation includes a demonstration of Magneto, an
overview of anew periodic table, and an explanation of how
this technology will lead to continual motion and overunity.

Magneto is a cymatics (waves) device
incorporating high speed rotors and cymatics. Each rotor is modeled after the
atomic energetic structure, the etheric
predecessor to the crystal structure.
Based on specific ratios and combinations of size, shape and speed, these rotors one-by-one reveal a visual rendering, via cymatics, of every element.
Magneto utilizes a series of neodymium magnets to levitate a 22” diameter
pyrolytic carbon cymatic plate. Rotors spinning in excess of 125,000 rpm
produce subtle vibrations, transferring
these vibrations to the frictionless levitating plate.
Following the Magneto demonstration
will be a brief discussion on our new
periodic table and atomic structure.

The new periodic table, called the Ajax
McIntosh Model, and our new representation of the atomic structure, are
based on nested sets of platonic solids.
Twelve(12) electron shells, now known
as resonance chambers, comprise this
model. Platonic solids, atomic induction, resonance, vortex tubes, white
vortex – the antithesis of a black hole
– will be discussed.
The culmination of this understanding
of atomic resonance and motion brings
us to an explanation of continual motion device called M3. Three nested
spheres – Iron/Copper alloy induction
at the inner heart, Carbon capacitance in
the center, and Silicon semi-conductor
as the outer work in unison to provide
over-unity energy.

The Rohner Effect &
Particle Mechanics
Dannel Roberts

In a quest to find an unlimited supply
of energy, Bob Rohner made a remarkable discovery. He set up a test system
comprised of a sealed chamber with a
piston that could expand. The chamber
was filled with a mixture of noble gases.
When Bob introduces a specific electrical charge inside the piston chamber,
an electrical discharge with a small, fast
expansion occurred. There is no heat involved in the gas or any heat transferred
to the sides of the expansion chamber.
The gas only expands to a certain size
and stops, regardless of load against it.
Under normal conditions pressure is
caused by increasing the heat inside a
gas. Rohner’s discovery has no heat. So
how does it work? What is different? It
is not normal pressure.
Dannel Roberts, a theoretical physicist,
invented a rotary engine to work with
Bob’s discovery. They built and tested

Vendor Showcase

Not all of the new and exciting technologies make it on stage. Often, some
of the best technologies are out in the
expo area. As a new feature, we are
allowing the vendors an opportunity
to give a 5-10 minute presentation on
the products that they have brought to
the conference. Since time is limited,
this activity will be restricted to the
vendors who are not speaking at the
conference.

CONCURRENT CONFERENCE

Thursday-Saturday
Jul 28 –– Jul 30

four models, and several piston devices.
Each test reveals new discoveries. Not
once has a hot gas been encountered.
Our research suggests the noble gases
are changing to a liquid.
This presentation uses a key ring atomic model to explain solids, liquids and
gases. A theoretical example of how a
noble gas could expand and take on the
characteristics of a liquid will be explored. The latest high speed footage of
Rohner’s working devices will be examined. We will see how these devices
react with his electrical charge inside of
a noble gas. We may bring some working devices, but at this point in time, we
don’t know if we will be able to

Integrity Research Institute, sponsor
of COFE8, is collaborating with the
ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference
and TeslaTech to present a two-day
conference event with peer-reviewed
published proceedings on July 28-30,
2016. COFE traditionally fulfills the
mission statement of Integrity Research
Institute to “research scientific integrity
in the areas of energy, propulsion, and
bioenergetics” so original papers on
those vital topics are invited.
The COFE8 speaker schedule will be
posted at the conference, A written
proceedings of the conference will be
available for purchase. DVDs will be
available at the site.
Attendees of the TeslaTech Conference will be able to attend the COFE8
lectures at no additional charge.

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Sunday · Jul 31 · Session 7 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Challenges
The ExtraOrdinary Hughston
Rotary Hydrogen Engine
Boots Rolf Hughston

IWR DRMS

Next Generation
Artificial Intelligence
Erin M Nelson

Right now anyone can scan or upload
images into a computer, the end result
is an exact copy in image form, just like
making a photocopy on a copier. Your
system can not tell what information is
displayed, who the author was, what
the topic of the content is etc, minimal
ability to filter, crop or copy the information exists but that is it.
IWR DRMS (Intelligent Word Recognition Data Redirection Management
Systems) can. Artificially intelligent,
not only can it read, but also to understand the data it has read. It accurately
translates into digital format each aspect of this data, where it is searchable
and populates the data into the language used by the device calling for it.

Two patents have been issued, and a 3rd
is still being reviewed by the patent office for a revolutionary rotary hydrogen
engine that weighs less that 60 pounds,
has no rings, no cam, uses no oil, has
only 4 moving parts and runs on water. Its power output is equivalent to a
conventional 6 cylinder engine with
potential engine speeds in excess of
10,000 RPMs (limited by its bearings).
This unique circular engine with 3 pistons and only positive motion, has no
compression stroke, no exhaust stroke
and no intake stroke. They are all combined which make this engine over 48%
efficient... a significant improvement
over present internal combustion engines which are only 12-25% efficient.
It has 4 moving parts. With less moving parts its failure rate will be very low
making for a long lasting engine!

It understand the context of data presented, learns from it, adapts, and
informs users when information indicate a mistake has been made. Ongoing
evolution, increases its capacity!

The engine, designed to run on hydrogen, takes advantage of the fast ignition
rate which allows higher RPMs. It will
run on any fuel, gasoline, alcohol, natural gas, hydrogen, ... even salt water from
the ocean! The only adjustment needed
is a change in timing. It will produce
as much power as a standard 6-cylinder
engine of comparable displacement. It
has a high power to weight ratio. The
complete engine weight totally assembled is less than 60 lbs. Built from
standard materials (aluminum/stainless
steel), no exotic materials are needed.

In Hot Pursuit
of Plasma Solutions
Suzanne Price

IWR DRMS has the following functions as part of its core:
• Cognizant Recognition and Understanding
of (so far) 72 languages
• Handwriting Recognition
• The ability to translate and display data
• Convert handwriting into digital text
• Recognition of image data, such as tables,
elements, algorithms, etc.
• Data converion into digital counterparts
• Self Creation of Databases
• Recognize Label and Replicate according
to Author, User, Keynotes, Topic and Content by established protocols
• Direct Data into one or more locations, systems platforms as indicated by the user
• Adapt to User Specific Terminologies

Completely
assembled, the
engine weighs
less than 60lbs

Many Teslatech researchers are hot on
the trail of plasma applications. The
trend reflects their common denominator... achieving overunity by harvesting
higher-energy plasma ion states. This
includes an array of devices such as
HHO water cavitation, pulsed magnetic
field, noble gas, and nuclear generators.
Manipulation of plasma states is key to
developing sustained antigravity fields.
What do we really know about the “science of plasma” which investigators
estimate makes up 99% of the universe?
As the 4th state of matter, is this merely
the gateway to higher forms such as the
5th state of matter and beyond?
Comparing current approaches to plasma use provides us fundamental clues.

How plasmas work on the macrocosmic
and microscopic scales may suggest
steps for practical applications. Interactions between Dark Matter and Dark
Energy create cosmic plasmas strings
which form into matter at all scales.
Tearing apart the space-time fabric at
subatomic levels enables ionic phase
transformations, but presents challenges to harvest the additional energy and
attain efficient over-unity. Exploring
such options thru the plasma gateway
remains an inspiration to access unlimited, universal scalar energy.
Nikola Tesla intuitively understood the
nature of plasmas and how to leverage
electrical power thru Tesla coils, polyphase generators, and the Wardenclyffe
magnifying amplifier. Following the
blueprints he designed, researchers
continue to pursue the leading edge of
next-generation plasma inventions.

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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CONFERENCE DVD SETS
AVAILABLE!!!

Single DVDs are available!

ExtraOrdinary Technology ––––

ET1500 - 2015 Complete Set (27 DVDs) ...... 299.95

Thomas Valone • Charles Crosby • Janna Mintz • Ed Kondrot
Thorsten Ludwig • Russ Anderson • Dannel Roberts • Max Miller
David Puchta • Ranan Shahar • Aeron Goldheart • Wil Spencer
Moray King • Andrew Batty • Nikolaos Simos • Michelle Murphy
Slobodan Nedic • Suzanne Price • Harvey Fiala • Mike Gamble
Vernon Roth • Bill Alek • Mike Twichell • John Rahart • John Fiala

ET1400 - 2014 Complete Set (27 DVDs) ...... 299.95

Sterling Allan • Rozanne Bazinet • Beverly Rubik • Harry Jabs
Charles Crosby • Thorsten Ludwig • William Alek • John Fiala
Vernon Roth • Russell Anderson • Dannel Roberts • Russ Gries
Thad Mauney • Paul Pantone • Dale Pond • Ralph Suddath
Wil Spencer • Moray King • Rainer Huck • George Wiseman
Michael Twichell • Suzanne Price • John Milewski

ET1300 - 2013 Complete Set (28 DVDs) ...... 299.95

Gary Peterson • Tracy Tucker • Robyn Benson • Charles Crosby
Aeron Goldheart • Thorsten Ludwig • Lucian Ionescu• Leia Roth
John Milewski • Moray King • Mike Hingle • David Garroway
Jeff Hayes • Dan Gonzales • Steven Haltiwanger • Clayton Nolte
Brian Besco • Expo Vendors • BC Galegher • Al Throckmorton
Greg Volk • Roland Gregg • Dannell Roberts • Suzanne Price
EA Boudreaux • Vernon Roth • Marko Rodin • Daniel Easton

ET1200 - 2012 Complete Set (20 DVDs) ...... 299.95

Foster Gamble • Joshua Parker • Norman Shealy • Ken Taylor
Robert Rohner • Moray King • Clayton Nolte • Daniel Gonzales
Dan Davidson • Lucian Ionescu • Erik Larson • Konstantin Meyl
Expo Vendors • Chuck Reithmeyer • Marko Rodin • Harvey Fiala
Suzanne Price • Sterling Allan • John Milewski

ET1100 - 2011 Complete Set (22 DVDs) ...... 299.95
ET1000 - 2010 Complete Set (20 DVDs) ........ 299.95
ET0900 - 2009 Complete Set (19 DVDs) ........ 299.95
ET0800 - 2008 Complete Set (19 DVDs) ........ 299.95
ET0700 -2007 Complete Set (18 DVDs) ......... 299.95
ET0600 - 2006 Complete Set (19 DVDs) ........ 299.95
ET0500 - 2005 Complete Set (19 DVDs) ........ 299.95
ET0400 - 2004 Complete Set ( 20 DVDs) ....... 299.95
Single DVDs: $29.95 for 2016 Conference...
$19.95 for Previous Conferences!

Conferences
(1998-2001)

600455 - 2001 Complete Conf Set ( 15 DVDs)...........
600356 - 2000 Complete Conf Set ( 15 DVDs)...........
600254 - 1999 Complete Conf Set ( 20 DVDs)...........
600156 - 1998 Complete Conf Set ( 24 DVDs) ..........

Shipping /Handling Rates

1st Item: $8-US; $12-Can/Mex; $18-Other
Each Add’l Item: $2-US; $4-Can/Mex; $7-Other
DVD Sets: $15-US; $25-Can/Mex; $35-Other
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224.95
224.95
299.95
359.95

ALL Sets Packaged in Book-style
DVD Wallets with vinyl sleeves!

ET1600- 2016 Conference Set

David Puchta . ................. .ET1601
Best
David Robison ................ .ET1602
Buy!!!
Thad Mauney ................. .ET1603
Tyler LeBaron ................. .ET1604
Complete
Dr Thorsten Ludwig ....... .ET1605
Conference
Slobodan Nedić .............. .ET1606
Russel Anderson ........... .ET1607 Set (26 DVDs)
Linda Moulton Howe ...... .ET1608
$ 399.95
Brian David Andersen .... .ET1609
Jere Rivera-Dugenio ...... .ET1610
DVDs
Michael Petrovich ........... .ET1611
Available
Moray King ...................... .ET1612
OnSite
McKane B. Lee ................ .ET1613
After
Bob Boyce . ..................... .ET1614
Norman L. Wootan ......... .ET1615 Presentation
Dennis Cravens ............. .ET1616
Richard Blankenship . .... .ET1617
Individual
Dr. Kiril Chukanov ......... .ET1618
2016 DVDs
Vendor Showcase . ........ .ET1619
29.95ea.
Len Murray ...................... .ET1620
Dannel Roberts .............. .ET1621 Missed
C. Norman Shealy, MD.... .ET1622
the Lecture?
Erin M Nelson ................. .ET1623
Get the DVD!
Boots Hughston ............ .ET1624
Suzanne Price ................ .ET1625 Better yet..
... Get the Set!
John Rahart ................... .ET1626

Global Sciences
–– Congress ––

Global Sciences was founded in 1983 by Dean Stonier to
promote the understanding and integration of body, mind
and spirit as well as the mysteries surrounding us... UFO’s,
crop circles, spiritual growth, ascension, alternative healing
modalities, suppressed technologies, mind control, shadow
government/one-world conspiracies.

Over 850
Titles Listed!
Order Your FREE
Global Sciences
Catalog Today!

Dean Stonier
(1987-2002) (520) 463-1994
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2016 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference
Albuquerque, NM • July 27 - July 31, 2016

Conference Early PreRegistration Form
Register by Apr 30, 2016 for 25% Discount on Registration!

Information so HOT... it NEEDS to be Suppressed!

Nikola Tesla set the stage for unparalleled technological advances in the 20th Century and the new
millennium. In the tradition of Tesla, many of our researchers will be presenting new concepts that go
against the status quo. Speaking slots are limited with priority going to those who have WORKING
HARDWARE! We challenge you to come and see many of these advanced concepts demonstrated
at this conference.... many of them are so unbelievable, you have to see them for yourself!!!

Suggested
Speaker
Topics/Categories :

This is a great opportunity to meet others who share your interests! Attending conferences is
the best, and most economical, way of developing your network of professional contacts.... Get the
inside technical information you will not find on the internet!!!! -

Conference Notes:

• Video Recordings. Professional quality video DVDs will
be available during and after the
conference. Private taping is not
allowed. Conference fees do not
include DVDs.
• Family Discounts. Spouse
rates available to immediate family accompanied by members.
• Individual Sessions. Individual
session rates available at the door
on a space available basis only.
• Hotel. Embassy Suites... includes free breakfast, free internet, and free happy hour. This IS
the best price/service combination
possible and convenient..
Make your reservations early
at TeslaTech's special group rate
starting at $94 per nite.
• Refund Policy. Exchange only..
no cash refunds. Service fee of
$25 on all refunds. Refund credit
for goods/services offered by TeslaTech only.
Cancellations after Jul 14, 2016 &
“No Shows” are non-refundable

Conference PreRegistration Rates

Type Attendee

Member/Nonmember
Spouse
Students

Teens (19 and under)
Wed Workshop

850 Fairview Drive
Henderson, NV 89015

Rate

$ 399.95
$ 349.95
$ 299.95

# Attend

Cost

FREE
$ 49.95

List spouse/student/additional attendees:

TeslaTech Members
Registration Discount Rates

•25%-Members registered before Apr 30
•20% - members registered before May 31
•15% - members registered before Jun 30
•10% - members registered before Jul 10

Conference Fees:
Total:
— Discount:
Subtotal:
TeslaTech Membership:

Total:

Door registration subject to space availability!

TeslaTech Membership Rates

Discounts do not apply to Membership Rates!
$35.00--US • $40.00--Canada/Mexico • $60.00 --Elsewhere
Name:

Send in with check or money order Address:
in United States funds to:

TeslaTech, LLC

• Tesla Technology
• Tesla Coils
• High Energy Physics
• Scalar Technology
• Alternative Energy
• Fuel Saving Products
• Alternative Medicine
• New Health Products
• Extreme Physics

City:					

State: 		

Country:				

Phone:

Zip:

E-Mail:

Or CALL (520) 463-1994 or FAX (801) 729-3661 with your MASTERCARD, or VISA order!
Acct #:

Exp:
Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info

CVC:
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Not a Member? Join Today!
Discover the Best Kept Secret in Science!

Member Benefits ––––––––––– ExtraOrdinary Technology
•  ExtraOrdinary Technology (semiannual)
BackIssues
•  Mail Order Discounts
SPECIAL
PRICE 21-Issue Set
• Conference Fee Discounts

TeslaTech champions and nurtures advanced concepts
and products in science and technology. Our publications
and conferences provide independent inventors and
researchers with a credible platform to introduce new,
advanced concepts, inventions and discoveries to the
world -- many of these concepts originated with Tesla at
the turn of the 20th century. Research materials related to
science and technology are available to the general public
through our catalogs.

– Annual Membership Fee
• $35-United States

$40-Canada/Mexico • $60-Elsewhere

$150 DELUXE
MEMBERSHIP
PACKAGE
(US Memberships Only)

• 1- year Membership
• All 21 Backissues of

ExtraOrdinary Technology

BEST BUY!!!

Credit Card Orders Contact:

Call (520) 463-1994
www.teslatech.info
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$149.95!*........ 102003
* Shipping/Handling Additional

Order When Joining
For FREE Shipping!
BackIssues available...
V1N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 2003
V1N2 - Apr/May/Jun 2003
V1N3 - Jul/Aug/Sep 2003
V1N4 - Oct/Nov/Dec 2003
V2N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 2004
V3N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 2005
V3N2 - Apr/May/Jun 2005
V3N3 - Jul/Aug/Sep 2005
V3N4 - Oct/Nov/Dec 2005
V4N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 2006
V4N2 - Apr/May/Jun 2006
V4N3 - Jul/Aug/Sep 2006
V4N4 - Oct/Nov/Dec 2006
V5N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 2007
V5N2 - Apr/May/Jun 2007
V5N3 - Jul/Aug/Sep 2007
V5N4 - Oct/Nov/Dec 2007
V6N1 - Jan/Feb/Mar 2008
V6N2 - Apr/May/Jun 2008
... and more!!!
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